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FROM THE EDITOR
After an aborted attempt to print 3 issues last year, we
mortal grad students realized 2 was more reasonable,
but in the spirit of more comedy, we’ve expanded from
the meager 12 or 16 page issues of the past to a fat
20 page issue! We had over 30 people contribute in some way
to the Fall 2006 issue, which is awesome. Our website now has
had nearly 50,000 total unique visitors from over 100 countries,
and astronauts even viewed it from space. Like the universe, we
continue to expand, with HSP Comics, a single-panel hand
drawn comic contest, with winners to be published in our Spring
2007 issue, sponsored by the Dudley House Arts Fellows. Look
for flyers and send in your comics now! To get involved with HSP,
read below. In any case, we hope you enjoy the Fall 2006 issue
and achieve championship levels of procrastination. A.F.
The Harvard Satyrical Press is an official student organization of the
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences (GSAS) and is the only official
graduate student humor magazine at Harvard. We thank the Graduate
Student Council (GSC) for generously helping to fund our publication.
The Harvard Satyrical Press is not intended for readers under 18 years
of age. And if you haven't figured it out already, this is satire, and the
opinions herein obviously do not necessarily represent the opinions of
Harvard University, the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, or even
the writers. Whether they constitute opinions at all is also debatable.
But that's just your opinion...Andrew Friedman, November 2006

HSP accepts submissions from both Harvard graduate and
undergraduate students. See our submission and editorial
policies at www.harvardsp.com. Send submissions to harvardsp@gmail.com. The submission deadline for the
Spring 2007 issue is March 5 2007.

HSP is looking for staff writers, editors, graphic/web designers, and students with advertising/business experience. We
are also looking for a pair of black leather gloves.

By advertising with HSP, your business will have an opportunity to reach a large number of undergraduate and graduate
students for a reasonable price. Our advertising rates and
distribution
information
can
be
found
at
www.harvardsp.com

HSP needs your support. If you find yourself in an exceedingly philanthropic mood, and think laughter is a worthy
cause, please send donations to the address below.

Contact us for submissions, staff positions, advertising, or
donations, by e-mail harvardsp@gmail.com or by mail:
Harvard Satyrical Press, Dudley House, Lehman Hall, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA 02138, C/O Andrew Friedman,
Editor in Chief

www.harvardsp.com
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Announcing HSP Comics, a single-panel hand drawn comic contest, with winners to be published in
our Spring 2007 issue, sponsored by the Dudley House Arts Fellows. Topics can include graduate student life, the universe, and everything (think “The Far Side”). Send scans of comics to
harvardsp@gmail.com, or drop off original art in the box outside the Dudley House Arts Fellows office,
inside the Graduate Student Lounge, on the 2nd floor of Dudley House. Submissions must be received
by March 5 2007 for consideration. Selected submissions will be displayed around Dudley House and
published online. For details see www.fas.harvard.edu/~dudley/fellows/art/comedy.html - The Editors
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American Torturers Decry Recent
Outsourcing Trend

By Jack Bauer

and Rwanda.

WASHINGTON DC - Nearly
5,000 members of the American
Federated Torturers Association
(AFTA) held a “Bring the Tazers
Back Home” rally in front of the
Capitol Building yesterday to
protest the burgeoning trend of
US corporations and government
agencies outsourcing torture
contracts to cheap foreign laborers, primarily in India, China,

After seeing tremendous growth
in the aftermath of 9/11, the
American torture sector has seen
steady decline in recent years as
outsourcing has skyrocketed.
Former blue-chip stocks of companies such as TortuTech and
American Thumbscrews Ltd.
have lost over half their value
since the end of fiscal 2003, and
the American Torture Task force
estimates that by the end of
2007, more than 50 percent of
America's torturers will be unemployed.
American torturers point to the
affect that outsourcing torture
will have on the American economy, as up to 1 million of
America's native torturing sons
and daughters stand to lose their
jobs. “American torturers are
honest, hardworking, upstanding citizens,” said AFTA
president and former Ultimate Fighting Champion
Biff Bafferty. “Some of them work up to 42 hours a
week! What right do we have to deprive them of
their livelihoods, or tell them all those years of training were worthless? How will they feed their families or pay down their homes?”
Bafferty also cited a general decline in torture quality as highly trained American torturers are replaced
by untrained, uncertified foreign thugs. “American
torturers are the best of the best,” he explained.
“They go through years of training to ensure the
highest levels of information per unit of pain. But
now we have people with Harvard Ph.D.'s in

www.harvardsp.com

Information Extraction who are practically on the
bread line. Do Americans really believe that some
villager in Thailand with a baseball bat and some
rusty nails will get better results?”
However Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer, who runs one
of the worlds largest net purchasers of torturing
services, disagrees. “American tortures are out of
touch and have failed to innovate,” he argues. “They
feel secure behind the safety of their fat union contracts, and often use Cold War Era techniques that
were outdated even back in the 1970s when we first
got into the torture sector. Why would we hire an
expensive, lazy American torturer when we could hire an
experienced Rwandan or a
superbly trained Indian torturer who will work 140 hours a
week for $5 dollars a day,
speaks perfect English, and
can torture customers over the
phone?”
Indeed, the new “TeleTorture”
phenomenon is seen as one of
the gravest threats to good
old-fashioned
face-to-face
American torture. Indian torture technicians, who are often
recent graduates of the highlyrated Advanced Program in
Torture and Pain Management
at
the
massive
Indian
Institutes of Torture (IIT), are
increasingly hired on to conduct torture over the phone,
ripping sacred religious texts or insulting the subject's manhood in Mumbai while the subject is forced
to listen. If the subject is uncooperative, they can
even transmit electroshock countermeasures to precise locations on the subject's body by bouncing
them of a satellite recently launched by the Chinese
Space Agency, using a microwave transmitter, GPS
transponders, and a voodoo doll. Even when victims
are put on hold, the torture intensifies as classic
tunes by Yanni are piped through.
But corporations are not the only ones looking to foreign torturers to cut costs. Even the US government
has joined the outsourcing parade. It's reached the
point where last month less than half the inmates at

harvardsp@gmail.com
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Gitmo who underwent information management
measures were handled by American torturers.
Meanwhile, a joint announcement by Russia, India,
China, and Lappland last
week of a new tariff barriers against US torturing
prompted House Speaker
Denny Hastert (R - IL), a
longtime
Congressional
supporter of American torturers, to decry “the growing Torture Gap” in a
speech to a rare joint session of Congress and call
for harsh countermeasures
to stanch the outflow of
torture contracts to the
third world and protect
American torture.
But the new bill proposed
by Hastert seems unlikely
to pass, due to strong
opposition from President
Bush and Vice President
Dick Cheney, both of whom
warned against starting a trade war at such a delicate time.

“The climate has changed after 9/11, and no where
has it changed more than in the area of torture,”
Bush said as part of a whistle-stop campaign speech
on behalf of Florida congressman Tom Foley.
“America needs more and more
torture every day, and the fact is,
American torturers just can't keep
up. I'm the President, so I'm the
one who decides how much torture we need, and also what it
means in the first place. But that
does not mean I am unsympathetic to the recent troubles of
America's hard-working torturers.
That is why I have asked
Congress to quickly pass my 'No
Torturer Left Behind' bill to train
America's torturers in new torture
methods - America can, must,
and will have the
finest torturers in the
world.”
Related
Story:
Alberto
Gonzalez Refuses to Attend
Auto
Show
at
Geneva
Convention Center, Says Quaint Center Not in
Step with Post-9/11 World (page 116)

STILLS

Man accidentally
writes grocery list
wrong way on
post it

Old bar of soap
about to merge
with new one
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TERROR UPDATE

Area Man Smuggles 70 Kilograms of
Liquid onto Plane
Washington, D.C. - Following
reports of a recently foiled
British terror plot, where the
weapon of choice was supposedly a bomb concocted out of
explode-violently-when-mixed
fluidic substances, the American
Transportation
Security
Administration (TSA) has instituted a ban on all things liquid
on domestic and international
flights, while only recently
By Robert Stillwater
allowing any liquids you can fit
into a spacious 3 Oz. Ziploc sandwich bag. As a
result, airport trash bins have become dominated by
vicious female cosmetic products, insidiously filled
Aquafina bottles, and always deadly unopened
Snapple products, while passengers' throats and
complexions have turned into something resembling
three thousand year old parchment.

was unbelievable. We have dogs
that can detect a single molecule
of illicit drugs, frogs that can
detect single photons, and cats
that can detect even the barest smidgen of evil, but
none of this was enough to detect practically a reservoir of wetness.”

Unfortunately, according to a report from TSA
spokesman Robert Stillwater, even these cunning
measures - while exceedingly fair, clever, and constituting a reasonable, small, and patriotic sacrifice for
passengers - still fall well short of comprehensive
terror prevention. As a case in point, Stillwater
explained how New Jersey native Elliot Rainier, a veteran fireman, father of two, and now a suspected
terrorist, smuggled nearly seventy kilograms of liquids onto an American Airlines
flight
out
of
Washington
National last week.

“He actually claims complete ignorance of the contents he brought onto the aircraft. The nerve on this
guy! I'm not going to take his word for it just
because firemen are so hot right now. Does he actually expect us to accept that this veritable plethora
of toxic moistness was skillfully concealed on his person without his knowledge? If you ask me, that's
about as believable as not being able to find your
own asshole.”

As Stillwater described to HSP, Mr. Rainier's heinous
smuggle list was evidently comprised of a shockingly stunning variety of liquids, silently transported
onto American Airlines Flight 255, including cranberry juice, blood, Miller Lite, urea, and a whopping 65
kilograms of a deadly substance most often associated with drowning. And unlike the amateur razor
blade kids and the Swiss army knife chicks of the
past, Stillwater explained that Mr. Rainier - a full
grown adult and former college linebacker who
should know better - wasn't even trying to prove a
point about the weaknesses of our security system.

“At the TSA, we pride ourselves
on using state of the art technology including biometric sensors, back-scattering X-ray
machines, and stuff you can't
even see on well written, artfully paced, forensic TV shows”,
Stillwater explained. “However,
a single man, acting alone, by
himself, without even being
financed by an anti-American
billionaire or having an unpatriotic foreign sounding name,
was able to undermine that
system like a shotgun cutting
through Kleenex. The level of
stealth technology employed

www.harvardsp.com
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As Rainier himself noted, “Look, I put blood, sweat,
and tears into my job every day, putting out fires,
and saving American lives, and this is how I get
treated by our government? Well, I guess Toronto is
quite nice this time of year.”
When asked what the TSA planned to do in response
to such an embarrassingly exposed security weakness, Stillwater noted that, despite the severity of
the measure, the TSA had no choice but to raise the
terror alert to aqua. He also hinted at a variety of
newly broadened security measures currently in the
works, including blindfolding, handcuffing, sedating,
and/or cryogenically freezing all passengers during
flights of more than 10 minutes or 2 hours, whichever is less. “Don't worry, we'll revive you in
Tallahassee,” Stillwater assured concerned travelers.
“And although I am not at liberty to discuss the
details at present, we may have to begin instituting
even more extra vigilant, effective, and efficient
checks for a newly identified type of passenger car-

rying a deadly flammable substance in their lungs, of
all places. Some of it has even been known to be
present in large quantities in the aircraft cabin itself,
not to mention the yellow masks we discovered
secretly hidden in compartments above people's
seats. Obviously we will have to remove all of this
from the cabin in all future flights.”
“Look people, with this kind of new breed of wacko
out there, dilettantes with ninja stars in the soles of
their shoes and tactical nukes stuffed up their asses
are the least of our worries. I know it's hard to
believe that a human being would do that to themselves, but listen people, ever since 9/11, we've
lived in a post 9/11 world. There are a lot of crazy
people are out there, and if we Americans have to
give up a few minor conveniences to safeguard our
right to transport our citizens in shaky pressurized
metal tubes hurtling through the clouds
at 700 miles per hour, it's a price I'm willing to pay.”

Top 10 Things No Longer Allowed on Planes
*snakes
*snakes that are also bombs
*wet T-shirt contests
*other airplanes
*dew
*diet TAB
(exception made for DIAL hand soap)
*snack boxes
*John Malkovich, when he tries to kill a
man with peanut based gun
*rocket fuel
*gases
*non Air Marshalls
*Air
*clothes
*the appearance of being vigilant
*plasma, superfluids, and Bose-Einstein
condensates
*passengers
*food (actually, this was already banned)
*good movies (ok, this was also already
banned)
*non-sedated babies
*pilots
*trashy novels

*solids (pending)
*farts
*adobe huts
*gay stewards (lesbian stewardesses ok)
*sleepers
*cells (Eukaryotes excluded)
*arm rests
*gladiators
*space and time
(3 foot time bomb found on plane)
*terrorists

Other News: "Fly List" to replace "No Fly List". FAA Cites Rising Paper Costs. (page 2056)
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European Union to Become 51st U.S. State
Europe - In an unprecedented
statement this morning, the president
of
the
European
Commission, Mr. Durão Barroso
has announced that the European
Union will be applying to become
the 51st state of the US.
“This move should help foster economic cooperation
and to strengthen cultural ties between the two
regions”, said Mr. Barroso in his speech to the
European Parliament. “We have known ever since
Thatcher that social democracy is doomed. The time
has come to embrace American liberalism wholeheartedly. And, let's face it, this moment was basically sealed as soon as the French government earmarked 20 square kilometers for EuroDisney Paris
back in 1985.”

Within the European Union, the impending unification has given rise to great expectations. An inordinate number of retired couples from Norway have
already bought apartments in Florida condos and
many British are now taking classes in order to learn
the American language. Others are more skeptical
about the project of joining America. Most Italians
fear an invasion of the country by Starbucks and the
Lithuanians believe that Mr. Bush will never be able
to pronounce the name of their
national language. Kazakhstan is
still so angry at Borat that they
missed the latest EU application
deadline, which sucks for them
since they could have gotten
Medicare in the new deal. The only “My life is suck”
Europeans who seem to have
adhered without reservations to the prospect of
becoming American citizens are school children.
When interrogated about the reasons for his support
of the idea, 12-year-old Gregor Weinrich from
Germany said with a malicious
smile: “If they treat us like Puerto
Rico, school will end two weeks
earlier this year...”

President Bush has reacted with moderate enthusiasm to the EU application. In a short interview held
in the 5000 acre living
room of his Texas ranch
he stated: “This will mean
more troops for our attack
..., I mean protection, of
the
I-rocky
people.
Regarding whether the U.S. will
Anyway, we won’t need to
now adopt the Euro, or keep it’s
bother going through that
own weak-ass and fading fast dolsilly United NATO stuff
lar, US Federal Reserve Chairman
anymore.
Coffee and I
Ben Bernanke told HSP, “I can
don’t really get along that
stomach the Monopoly Money if
well anyway.
My only
you can. And besides, Jefferson’s
concern is with all those
head is way too big anyway”.
foreign languages. Soon Possible Site of 2008 Super Bowl.
Bernanke further announced plans
someone will be chanting
to finally remove both the penny,
the America anthem in
the fifty cent piece, and both the
French! I’m not sure if they even have a word for
Susan B. Anthony and Sacajawea dollar coins from
freedom.” After a moment of reflection, the presicirculation, to be replaced by the 1 and 2 Euro coins
dent's attention turned once more to the Mexican
which actually mean something. Nickels, dimes,
soap opera he had been watching, in Mexican.
quarters and the two dollar bill will remain valid currency, “just for shits and giggles”, explained
People from both sides of the Atlantic have
Bernanke.
expressed mixed feelings about the prospect of the
union. In a survey published in the New York Times,
Speculation about the name of the future superpow99% of Americans were reported to have said that
er has gripped the international media, with suggesthey would like the EU to become part of the US.
tions that range from the inspiring “Union of Unions”,
However, it was later discovered that a large number
to the slightly dissonant “Eumerica”, to the remarkof the interrogated believed that “EU” meant Puerto
ably progressive “United States of America”.
Rico, Guam, or Hawaii. Indeed, only 11% of the surveyed seemed to be aware of the fact that there
The international community will be
were other countries outside North America and a
eagerly awaiting further developments in
mere 1% had already heard about a continent called
this situation in the next few days.
Europe.
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Shaving Your Face Off Has Never Been Easier
Hey there! Remember when
Shavenex revolutionized shaving
forever by revolutionarily creating
a revolutionary two-blade disposable shaving revolution? With our
seamless design and economical
pricing, it was like getting two
blades for the price of 1.9! Never
a company to rest on its laurels
(which are pretty sharp, by the
by Chuck Alpha
Head of Public
way), however, a few years later
Relations,
we came out with the incredibly
Shavenex Co Inc. amazing
and unprecedented
THREE-blade razor! We promised
that it was the best, closest shave EVER, a promise
we kept for almost nine months - a veritable eternity in the world of disposable shaving systems - when
we unveiled our innovative FOUR-blade razor, and
declared in numerous ads that using an obsolete
three-blade razor
was like having a
rabid badger gnaw
your facial hair off.
I don't mind saying
now
that
we
ditched that fourblade piece of crap
faster
than
Superman changes
Old razor
into his outfit when
our mind-bogglingly original FIVE-blade razor hit the
market. But that was just the beginning....

that is no longer the case! Introducing the
ultra-new high-tech futuristic SHAVENEX NBLADE RAZOR!!!! By utilizing the universe's
curled-up hidden extra dimensions, we've
crammed so many blades onto a razor head
that it's physically impossible to count them!
What's the value of N? God only knows, but it's
bigger than whatever the hell you're using
now! I know what you're thinking: “I'm happy
with N-1 blades. What does the Nth blade really do for me?” I know you're thinking that
because we had to form a PR task force specifically to invent reasonable-sounding answers
to that very question! Here's what they said:
* The Nth blade redistributes the shavification
factor to cut the hair without actually cutting
it. It's some sort of zen thing.
* The trauma induced by the extra blades gliding along your skin transforms your own epidermis into nature's lubricating comfort gel.
* The blades-within-blades design means
never missing a spot, unless you're just an
incompetent idiot, or your razor has dulled
because you've used it longer than the recommended 5 strokes.

The deranged chaos that ensued over the next several months in the disposable shaving market, I am
proud to say, brought tears to the eyes of many confused consumers. Any company would be delighted
to have wrought such abject befuddlement to those
who use its products. “After trying your 14-blade
razor, I'll never go back to the single-digit blade
count again! Yesterday in desperation I tried an 8blade razor, only to have chunks of my face fall off
like I was some sort of zombie leper! Oh dear god
help me!” Such letters from satisfied customers are
what make my job worth doing.
Finally it seemed like things had calmed down with
the debut of the 23-blade Shavenex HydroMech
Aquatron Palladium Turbo Triple X Plus. 23, we
claimed, was the absolute maximum limit on blades
that fundamental physics would allow.
Well thanks to breakthrough advances in string theory, dear customer, I am happy to announce that

www.harvardsp.com

The N-blade razor from Shavenex. You've
never had a shave this smooth, close, and
comfortable, and until we release the N+1blade razor later this week, you never will!
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Jesus Outsources Prayer-Answering to India
USA - Jimmy Cooper was one of many Americans to
discover this weekend that instead of talking to Jesus
or one of His angels during his prayers, he spoke
with Rangeet Kapoor, an employee of India Super
Call Center. The call, which was recorded for quality
monitoring purposes:

In fact, for little Jimmy, that was the first time he
had ever prayed to Jesus, after he heard from his
Daddy that Jesus was always listening, as opposed
to that lazy ass Santa dude, who only worked for one
month out of the year. For although Jimmy had frequently wished for Santa to bring him the flashiest
new sneakers and for the swift and merciless death
of his step-brother, he didn't realize the power of
prayer for earning him salvation.
Being slightly confused, Jimmy asked his Sunday
School teacher, Jeb Jebson, for clarification. HSP
contacted Jebson for comment.

www.harvardsp.com

“Well, just this Sunday” began Jebson, “I tells those
kids that they need to be praying ‘cause you just
might croak in your sleep, and if you ain't been praying you'll be stuck in that big ol' lake of fire where
serpents gnaw unceasingly-like at your face and
there’s more torture than Guantanamo. That's what
I tells them. And then they go and pray and they get
Rajiv Abdul Kapur on the other end instead of our
Lord and Saviour? All I know is that I don't need
some convenience store terrorist tellin' me what
Jesus thinks. I already know what God thinks. He
hates gays, he loves Dale Earnhart Jr. (God rest his
soul), and he sure don't like foreigners. First them
immigrants steal our jobs now they steal our God. I
can tell you right now that there will be consequences. Plagues, locust and stuff. Jesus was born,
bred, and crucified American, and he’ll be kicking
some Bollywood-dancing ass for damned sure soon
as he hears about this.”
This reaction was typical of many Americans, and
prompted a number of impassioned pleas to God.
However, both God and Jesus refused to comment on
the new policy (the holy ghost was conspicuously
absent, especially given that He has recently be
linked to Oxycontin abuse). Archangel Gabriel, the
official Messenger of God-Jesus, did provide a statement on their behalf. “The
son of God himself did
authorize this move to help
reduce the strain on his
lordship’s already busy
schedule.
While the ‘Big
Three’ remain dedicated to
Oy, it’s hard to find good,
providing their flock with
cheap, Aramaic speaking
the best in spiritual salvahelp these days.
tion at the lowest cost,
recent instabilities in the empyrean economy has
made it necessary to downsize our angel prayer
answering division and outsource much of our service to Bangalore.”
Shareholders in Christianity have been discussing
new saviours if Jesus is ultimately discredited for
authorizing the outsourcing. At the top of the list is
Tom Reilly, followed by Arnold Schwarzenegger and
then that hot redhead from the Pussycat Dolls. Only
time will tell what will happen to Christianity, but we
can be sure that who ever assumes the helm will
hate both gays and Jews with the
Passion of Christ.
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Snorks Found in Snapple, Beverage
Company Considers Partial Recall
TEATOWN, NY - Not since Fraggles were found in
the salad bar at a lower Manhattan Wendy's has
there been such an uproar in the food industry.
Snapple beverage company announced on
Wednesday that it had received and was in the
process of investigating numerous reports that individuals on the west coast had found live or slightly
injured Snorks in bottles of Snapple
Lemon Tea and Snapple Diet Kiwi
Strawberry.

While Snorks were previously thought to be involved
in a number of food tampering incidents (as well as
for the sinking of the USS Maine and the Kon-Tiki
raft) most evolutionary biologists maintain that the
last known surviving Snork community was
destroyed sometime in the late 1970's. However
SCUBA divers and dolphins have continued to report
occasional sightings over the last two
decades.

In an early morning press conference
According to Phineas Gage Lincoln,
famed Harvard professor E.O. Wilson
former director of quality control at
commented that “… it makes a lot of
Snapple, it is not uncommon for
sense, really, Snapple and Snork are
strange and exciting animals to occagenetically-phonetically
linked.”
sionally make their way into the
Wilson also added that despite the
water supply at the Snapple factory.
long held claims of extinction, based
“One time we found a womprat float- Just from watching the cartoon, it largely on the unrelated and coinciing in the lemonade tank. Boy did it might be difficult to gauge the exact dental cancellation of a children's telsize of an average Snork, but empirstink!” Lincoln observed, “Another
evision show, in fact, at least 20% of
ical evidence suggests that typical
time I saw a gummy bear in the specimens are approximately the world's biodiversity, and at least
parking lot. Near a dumpster. He Snapple bottle sized.
$2.6 trillion in its economic ecological
was covered in fur, and then he drank
footprint was likely in Snorks. Wilson
from a little flask that looked like raspberry Snapple
further hinted that since the total number of individand jumped over the building in a single bound.”
ual Snork species on the globe was literally “beyond
calculation,” it's no wonder that a few of “nature's
One of the individuals who claims to have found a
favorite Darwinian Snorkels” would end up in your
Snork in their delicious (and refreshing) Snapple
drink. “I like to think of them as a bonus,” concludbrand beverage spoke
ed Wilson, “or at least some sort of a
to a reporter for this
drinking straw”, the Harvard professor
publication by phone.
admitted, enjoying his delectable sugary
The shock and awe was
brand name liquid in an unconventional
palpable in her voice.
way.
“I opened up the
Snapple, and this little
There is no word yet as to when or
person thingy popped
whether Snapple will voluntarily recall
out - he had a lot of
bottles of their delicious (and refreshing)
energy, which, like
beverage from other states, but the New
makes hella sense,
York Times has received reports from
right? Because he had
stores in Washington state, Oregon, and
been like drinking all of
California claiming that many bottles of
the ice tea, and it wasSnapple seem to have been mysteriously
n't diet. Like half the
removing themselves.
As a result,
bottle was gone. And I was like, whoa! that's a
Snapple has arranged for CSI: Miami to be brought
Snork!”
out to investigate.
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E.O. Wilson Sick and Tired of Ants
Cambridge, MA - In a move
that has sent shock waves
through Harvard's academic
community, legendary entomologist Edward Wilson has
declared his relationship with
ants to be officially over, OEB
departmental sources confirmed Tuesday. “I am sick
and tired of those goddamned
little things,” he wrote in a
memo posted Saturday on the
OEB departmental website.

Although the announcement may come as a surprise
to most of his colleagues, there were warning signs
that Wilson might be fed up with his ant research,
according to Stanford University professor Deborah
Gordon. Early in 2004 during an ant conference, she
recalls that he interrupted the conference proceedings to curse every known species of ant, and their
progeny unto the third generation. “His eyes wide,
he shouted out his innumerable complaints about
ants, about how they make his skin crawl, and his
nose itch, and how it stings when fire ants bite, and
how his sandwich was devoured by a horde of 'these
little monsters' only hours earlier,” said Gordon.

“Edward has decided that the time is ripe to move on
to bigger and better opportunities, and for the foreseeable future will sever his ties with the greater ant
community,” said departmental spokesman Donald
Baylor during an hour long press conference in the
Museum of Natural History.
“From
now
on,
Professor
Emeritus Wilson intends to
spend his time studying the foraging patterns of elephants from a safe distance, he assures
us,” he said.

“I had to throw myself in front of our demonstration
colony to prevent Edward - insensitive, intolerant,
Southern, and brandishing insecticide - from eradicating my precious little darlings,” said Gordon's
graduate student Jessica Shors.
When Wilson
attempted to use his shoes and
a loaded M-16 to smash the
ants, security intervened, she
said.

E.O. Wilson

Sources close to Wilson, who
declined to be identified, said
that they could sympathize with
his decision, noting that his ant
career has lasted decades. “Ed
just can't bear the thought of
even another minute studying
those little bugs,” said one colleague at Berkeley. “And who
can blame him? They work tirelessly for no reward, they can
barely see, and let's not forget that they are tiny as
hell. They run around carrying grubs for God's
sake.”
Wilson caused a stir earlier this year when he attended the National Conference on Elephant Anatomy,
and proceeded to ask panelists where they were hiding the elephants' other pair of legs. According to
conference sources, he then demanded to know
“what that thingamabob attached to the elephant's
mouthparts” was doing there. But Wilson reserved
his harshest criticism for the panelists' denial that
elephant feet were evolutionary adaptations specifically “for crushing as many ants as possible.”

www.harvardsp.com

Students in Harvard's OEB
department had noticed erratic
behavior as well. “Suddenly, he
seemed to have taken to walking anteaters on leashes early in
the morning,” noted third year
graduate student Angie Berg,
who said that she regularly
passed him on the way to work.
And at the 2005 departmental
Christmas party, he brought not
his usual fare, but instead baked
“ant cookies, ant brownies, ant
brittles, and ant popsicles,”
according to Matt Hegreness, a graduate student in
the Hartl laboratory.
News of Wilson's departure from ant entomology
comes on the heels of his recent disclosure that he
had an improper relationship with a subordinate harvester ant on his research team during the summer
of 2001. Wilson, who maintains that his relationship
with the ant was “consensual,” was not immediately
available for comment.
Upon release of Wilson's announcement, ant stocks
fell 0.8% on the New York Stock
Exchange.
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NASCAR Fan Announces Plan to Save
the Environment
Darlington, S.C - Elber Fortenberry appears like an
unlikely progressive. Standing amidst the dugout of
the Darlington Raceway, one of several southern
tracks in the Busch NASCAR series, he ostensibly fits
right in with the majority of the tobacco-chewing, 'fear
the mullet'-hat-wearing, confederate-flag-bearing
crowd: On a patch of concrete here he's made a pied
a terre of sorts for the afternoon, complete with a folding chair, table, grill, beer cuzies, coolers, wieners,
burgers, slaw, biscuits, gravy, and chips. “Gotta love
these suckers,” says Fortenberry, sipping on a Miller
High Life between mouthfuls of Pringles, “Damn true:
Once you pop, you ain't gonna stop.” A Rusty Wallace
#2 shirt, with silk-screened advertisements for SnapOn Tools and Sherwin Williams, hangs in his hand
while he, shirtless and pale, squints at the sun.
“Shoot, it's a hell of a day. Makes a man wanna hang
around the cracker barrel a bit more and forget work.”
He takes a last, long draught from his beer, some of
which soaks his great, bushy goatee. “Alright,” he
says, “Let's skedaddle.”

that much. We hold hard to chief comforts, you see.
It's liberty or death, they say, and for us liberty's not
much more than apple pie, NASCAR, guns, trucks, and
barbeque. But I don't like where this country's headed
one bit. Not an inch worm's worth. That's why I started this here group.”
S.H.I.T.E. spawned from Fortenberry only recently,
after a night out with his wife: “Nexxie told me she
wanted to see this movie, The Inconvenient Truth.
Said it was some documentary or somethin'. 'Hell,' I
told her, 'Last documentary I saw was that Super Size
Me deal. Damn near laughed myself clean at that
good-ol'-boy-lookin'-Spurlock, stuffin' his face with
them fries and such. Shoot, maybe this'll be a laugh,
too. Let's gitter done.'” Elber pauses impressively, as
if pained for a link to the next thought. “Thing is, wasn't what I thought. Wasn't about no hairy-fool eatin' &
throwin' up and all. It was more serious, like. All about
how we're killin' the trees and nature and such with
our ways. Our consumption.
Said we're shootin' off all
these puffs of smoke to the
air and not even givin' a
crap. All our cars and factories, gettin' in there and cuttin' up ozone. Makin' a mess
and killin' them krill fish in
Finland and such. Meltin'
salt pillars, too.”

We walk to a makeshift encampment just across the dugout.
Fortenberry waves to a couple of
guys setting up a tent here. “Mi
Amigos,” he indicates. When the
tent is up and sturdy, Elber's
helpers set to taking thousands
of pamphlets out of small, cardboard boxes. With the pamphlets positioned on their tent's
Asked how the 45th Vicefront table, a white, plastic patio
President's film inspired his
piece with streaks of dried mud
S.H.I.T.E, Elber meditates,
on it, the team has a veritable Fortenberry hanging out with his homebodies outside “Oh, hell yeah. Got me
kiosk and are nearly ready for the S.H.I.T.E. tent
thinkin' - and feelin' some,
business. “Just a tadpole more,”
too. When I was a boy
Elber winks. His friends take a large, vinyl banner out
grandpappy and me went catfishin' in a stream behind
of a flatbed near the area and hang it from the kiosk's
our trailer. Had us some good larks there. After the
uprights. “S.H.I.T.E.” it reads in green, hand-painted
movie I'm thinkin', shoot, we keep doin' this and I
lettering. Fortenberry explains, “Stockcar Homebodies
ain't gonna be able t' take my pups' pups down the ol'
Interested in Tendin' to the Environment.” Minutes
stream.' If nothin's done, them catfish'll look like verpass, and the tent sees little action. A couple of kids
min the size of mountain goats, you know? Either that
playing football accidentally throw their pigskin into
or charred and dead. Just like them Finnish krill. So I
the kiosk and knock over a couple of stacks of pamsays to myself, Elber, you gotta do your part. You gotta
phlets. “Hoodlums,” one of Elber's entourage intones,
throw S.H.I.T.E. right in people's faces.”
punting the football deep into the dugout. Moments
later a staggering man wanders to the kiosk asking
There are big plans for S.H.I.T.E., despite the operaabout where he can find a “Biffy”, and Elber points him
tion's current, modest scale. “Yeah, see, there's this
to an apparently popular area just to our left.
grand scheme. First, got these here buddies on board.
They like they're huntin' and don't wanna see Bambi
In the lull of activity, Elber philosophizes, “You see, we
croak no time soon. Anyhow, we're handin' out pamain't that popular yet. NASCAR folks don't like change
phlets here, kinda subversive like, talkin' 'bout how
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NASCAR could be a lil' greener. We're just floatin' ideas
now and getting' people on the bandwagon. Hope to
build a grand coalition, you know. Maybe get them
higher-ups t' make some changes. So we're standin'
with our S.H.I.T.E., right in the dugout. People laugh
and take a gander.”

I know gonna refuse that drink, let me tell you. Plus,
ain't no way all that Natty Light, Genesee, and such
produced each year's always bought. Swear I've seen
cases o' Schlitz sittin' in my pal's liquor store for at
least two decades. Just catchin' dust. Take it off the
shelve, by golly, and get it runnin' cars. Help the war
effort and trees at the same time. Bam-Bam, you
know?”

Elber, who recently traded in his old Caterpillar steeltoes for Simple hemp clogs, smiles to passers by and
hands out pamphlets. Most take them indifferently and
Not all of Mr. Fortenberry's ideas sit well with tradilet them fall to the ground, new additions to the
tional NASCAR devotees. Within forty-five minutes of
dugout ground's assortment of strewn bottles, wrapwork, no less than a baker's dozen pass Elber, a selfpers, condoms, and greasy, used napkins. Some
proclaimed 'Folk Hero' around racing circles, and shout
accept the pamphlets interestedly after stopping to
various epithets including “Yankee”, “carpetbagger”,
look at the huge 'S.H.I.T.E.' sign, the
“Tree Hugger”, “Ralph Nader”,
pseudo-fecal ring of which Fortenberry
“Granola Democrat”, and, perclaims has a magnetizing effect on the
haps most unpalatable, “Koala
NASCAR circuit's “down home, red
F**k*r”. These taunts do not
state folk”. The pamphlet Elber hands
phase him, however. “People
out is decidedly unscientific. Though
get loony, but times change,”
its ideas stem primarily from Mr.
he says. When asked about the
Gore's recent, enviro-embracing,
assumed strong correlation
empirically-driven production, it fails
between NASCAR-Dad-ism and
to properly cite the increasingly signifScorched-Earth-Republicanism
icant body of research detailing the
and his group's potential to
effects of human consumption on the
muddy the proverbial water,
“Lovin’ the environment is a lot like lovin’ tots.
Earth. Elber acknowledges this deficit, Way I see it, tots is the environment, sort of.” -E.F. Fortenberry remains dismisrationalizing, “People 'round here don't
sive, “Listen, I voted for Bush,
care much for that hogwash made by wizards in their
both times. Most of my friends did, too. But I says
soap towers. Country folk want simple answers to
'pootch's hootch', though. I like tots. My friends like
simple problems.”
home fries. That don't mean we don't all like taters,
you know? People's people. I ain't here to cause hell.
Which brings us to Fortenberry's solution to the curI'm here to spread a message.”
rent global warming policy dilemma: “Beer Fuel,”
Fortenberry proposes, unabashedly. NASCAR, he
People gravitate toward and respond to the truth,
argues, has a critical opportunity to take the moral
Elber thinks. “It ain't a red state or blue state thing.
high ground by using the suds conSome people here be shootin' their
sumed by traditional racing enthusimouths sayin' just 'cuz I'm talkin'
asts to power its race cars.
'bout savin' a little oil I'm gonna start
Theoretically, such consumptive altersmokin' grass and questioning the
ation could lessen NASCAR's greenSecond Amendment. Hell no. It's all
house gas emissions and American
about the future and having streams
dependence on foreign oil, seen by
with big, healthy fish and clear, blue
many in Washington as a crucial factor
skies. Who wants skin cancer and
in advancing in the war on terror. “It's
four-eyed buffalo? I mean, America's
possible,” Elber claims, “The French
where the buffalo roam, right?”
are makin' it outta bad wine. You got
Though Elber currently has no criteria
scientists over in Idaho, Wyoming,
to gauge the success of his campaign,
and such makin' it outta switch grass.
there are already hints of its progress.
A prototype beer-fueled NASCAR
Them new fuels ain't releasing all
“Some people come up to me and say,
designed by Fortenberry
them dioxides and CFCs and such into
'Elb, I think you got somethin' here.'
the ozone. They're not killin' it like gas does. So I say,
You believe me: It's in the air. The wind's are a turnin',
'Let's kill two birds with one stone: Let's drink our
and the moment people really get a whiff of my
booze and use leftovers for fuel.' What better way to
S.H.I.T.E., they're gonna beg for more.”
get people revved-up for NASCAR than to drink same
stuff's sittin' in them machine's fuel tanks? It'd be like
closer to God, you know? Like sippin' on the same
stuff's next to Matt Kenseth's keister? Ain't no woman
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Are Girl Scouts Human?
#1. Name an enemy. Identify a group that is generally regarding as nonthreatening, neutral, or non-controversial and make a convincing argument
that describes that group as the 'enemy'. Don't hold back-- the goal of this
assignment is to dehumanize. Write your manifesto.
Since its inception in 1912, The Girl
Scouts of America have purported that
“Girl Scouting builds girls of courage,
confidence, and character, who make
the world a better place.” Despite its
By Elise Baldacci popularity and overwhelming participation, The girl scouts of America is
actually a malevolent nemesis that defames the reputation
of our country's young girls and instead of building up
proper character and esteem, it begins early teaching
small children about segregation, dependence and conformity, and provides them with a false sense of accomplishment and belonging. Parents would do their children
and the nation a favor by preventing their child from participating in the abominable organization.

each girl with a good sense of self-worth and accomplishment, but what really are these girls accomplishing?
Nothing. A more suitable badge would be one at the end
of each year that is called “Way to be a Normal, Developing
Human Being”. The badge system not only instills in young
girls the idea that they should and can be recognized for
each any every tiny little thing they do, but it makes them
feel like they are better than a) non-girl scouts who have
not received those badges, and b) their fellow 'sisters' who
did not choose to pursue those particular badges. This
sense of superiority contributes to the latent competition
first present in the young troop, and existing between
them and other women for the rest of their lives.

In addition to badges, all girl scouts have the opportunity
participate in cookie sales. This seems to be less about
They begin young. Girls as young as five are drafted
teaching girls 'life lessons' and more about making money
through their friends and older siblings into a group that
for the troop and the national organization, however, the
immediately segregates females and males. Unlike the Boy
young girls 'take home' message should not be underScouts that concentrate mainly on outdoor activities, girl
mined. Many solicitors that approach consumers in their
scouts, called Daisies at this stage, concentrate on
houses and in various shopping arenas are
more womanly roles such as crafts and selling cookeither quickly dismissed, or met with hostile
ies. This teaches girls not only that boys and girls
criticism. Even as witnesses to this, Girl
should exist as separate and exclusive entities, but
Scouts are not deterred, for the ubiquitous
that girls are obviously weaker and should concenGirl Scout cookie is greeted annually with
trate on building up a skill set that will allow them to
enthusiasm and anticipation. Even if a conserve their men when they are older.
sumer is not interested in buying boxed cookies at three times the cost of fresh bakers
Membership is open to “all” provided that families
cookies, many are eager to please the cute
have the financial means to purchase uniforms, pay
little girls, so bright eyed and full of hope;
dues, and pay for activities in which the troop pardressed in their well known green and brown
ticipates. As members, the uniforms help to mark
uniform. Due to the fact that consumers are
the distinction between them and the ordinary little
significantly less eager to please other solici“Hello Stranger”
girls, who due to the inability to
tors working for other 'equally reputable'
meet any of the aforementioned
associations, one (girls scouts included) must
pre-requisites will be shunned and
deduce that it is the mere appeal of them being a group of
excluded from their activities.
This
cute little girls that attracts all the consumers. This deducmandated uniformity helps teach
tion paves the way to women who have a more coquettish
young girls that consistency is prefernature as adults; for these girls have learned from experiable, and when in doubt, one should
ence that they can use their physical appeal and reputagravitate toward those who are like
tion to gain attention and favors from others.
them. Additionally, although the uniform provides a sense of belonging for
As one can see, there are many qualities in Girl Scouts that
Only $6.75 each. those who bear it, this state is tenuous,
make them an ostensibly worthy and valuable association.
and it is one from which they can figuratively and literally
However, a closer glance at these 'qualities' reveals that
be stripped as soon as they are unable to pay their dues.
they really contribute to poor self-esteem, and conforming
and subservient women who have learned to follow stanGirl scouts of all ages have the opportunity to earn badges
dards and guidelines previously set for them as opposed to
that indicate to each other and to the world what specific
think for themselves and challenge themselves to meet
skills they have accomplished. Among other badges of
their individual full-potential.
merit, girls can receive badges entitled: Ms. Fix It, Sports
Sampler, Water Play, Exploring Healthy Eating, and Making
And fuck them for not letting me into their stupid club.
Hobbies. In all certainty, earning these badges leaves
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Are You Not Entertained, Again?
With the recent success of films such
as the de-Wonkafied 2005 remake of
1971's Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory, Hollywood insiders now predict that the timescale for remakes will
soon be decreasing rapidly. In the
next few years, expect to see gratuitous and unnecessary remakes of
recent classics like the 1984 hit
Ghostbusters, 1985's own Back to the
By Max Imus
Future, and even the famed 1987 comedy, The Princess Bride.
“But it won't stop there,” explained Universal CEO Barry
M. Meyer. “The recent past is a veritable cinematic gold

mine. Let's face it people. We've got to move beyond
remakes of stupid, 35 year old psychedelic cult films that
are both remarkably inappropriate for children and capable of frightening grown men such as myself. In that spirit, this Christmas, we're remaking the shit out of a recent
champion of cinema. A high powered blockbuster and
“Best Picture”TM winner to boot…and I'm not talking about
Braveheart.” And as Meyer further noted, “There's a
damned good chance that Russell Crowe will still be alive.”
As a little “teaser” for the film, Universal / Dreamworks /
Scott Free Productions has released the back of DVD text
in all its glory. HSP now brings this wonderful piece of film
history to you...

Back of Gladiator (2006) DVD text (abridged…)
Some forest, soon-to-be-conquered, Germanic Tribal Lands
Excuse me. Hold your horses,
sheath your blades, and give me
a god damned minute. I'm strategizing. Now, If you don't mind, I
shall now champion this crusade
with verve, gusto, and panache
as its unrealistically brave,
wickedly brilliant, war-general. In
“An Awesome Cinematic the process, your respect for me
Achievement. By far the
must double, nay, it must become
Best Film Since 2000.”
- Gene Siskel, Elysium at least…at least, three times
larger! After that, as I confidently
and effortlessly organize the well-executed battle from the
very front of the front lines, we shall be so devastatingly
victorious that our enemies will each die a thousand
deaths (on average), trembling in fear at even the faint
sound of our encroaching war-stallion's noble hoof steps.
And don't forget, the lead general of our badly dressed,
stereotypically bearded, Germanic-pagan bastard foes is
mine. You will conveniently clear an arrow-free, non-spikyball-and-chain-swinging path of glory between us so we
can meet freely, and without delay, in a centrally located
circular clearing, ringed by the still-steaming bodies of the
fallen.
Then with a sequence of painfully predictable fight moves,
I shall first be slightly injured, blood drawn from, say, my
left forearm, as my arch-villain's poorly crafted demonsaber strikes first. Following this, as I nearly escape death
between five and seven times by blocking, ducking, rolling,
or cleverly using an enemy carcass as a shield, I shall
overcome insurmountable odds, shatter my nemesis'
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sword with my battle-axe, wound him fatally with a lung
puncture from my trusted fighting lance, and summarily
behead him with a majestic parallel strike from my impeccably sharp - and remarkably lightweight - twin
broadswords.
Then, as I triumphantly hold the detached, bloody, head of
my bizzarro barbarian counterpart, reveling in the eerily
encompassing slow-mo and fittingly emotive, wonderfully composed,
orchestral piece, you will know
once and for all, and throughout
the ages to come, that I alone (my
fifty-thousand men aside), have
laid waste to hellish armies,
brought a hard-fought peace to this
troubled, Wintery land, and will
now return peacefully to my family
farm to plant crops, raise my son
as a strong - yet compassionate Back-of-DVD writer
warrior, and have fantastic sex with
rumored shot in
my wife - provided, of course, that
back-of-head.
I am not Shanghaied into a forced
political execution/escape/exile by the soon-to-be-assassinated emperor's hell-bent, power-hungry, son as the first
major plot point.
But until then, tonight, in our makeshift camp of temporary
war-tents, we shall celebrate mightily with food, drink, and
our fill of soon-to-be-delivered cartloads of opium and
pleasure harems. Casually clean the blood from your
weapons with semi-damp cloth, keep the Roman ale flowing, and bring me your finest meats and cheeses! Now
dammit!
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I will be the
one to end
poverty

Angelina Jolie

Angelina Jolie: I'm an extremely
hot Oscar Nominee.

Jeffrey Sachs

No, in fact, it
is I who will
end poverty
Jeffrey Sachs: I'm an extremely
intelligent economist.

A.J. I have personally hugged or
posed in photos with over fifteen thousand actual
poor people in the last month alone.

J.S. I've dedicated a lifetime of academic research to the topic and seriously, I'm the
smartest person I know.

A.J. I'm unbelievably hot. I inspire X-rated video
games and I even made pregnant look fuckable.

J.S. If you must know, my wife and I have a fantastic sex life.

A.J. At this rate, I will have adopted all of Africa by next Thursday.

J.S. I'm literally, quite possibly
the smartest man alive. Ever.

A.J. My book has way more poor
people on its cover that yours.

J.S. The foreword to my book was
written by Bono!

A.J. I have help from Brad Pitt. If
he could end a relationship with
Jennifer Aniston, then he sure as
hell can help me figure out how to
end poverty.

J.S. With the financial success of
my book, I'm ending poverty one
person at a time. Also Bill Clinton
owes me one hundred trillion dollars. That ought to be enough.

POINT / COUNTERPOINT

Pluto iz so a planet
Pluto iz so a planet,
yo. You wanna tell
my 3rd grader and
every textbook in the
world that they gots
to redizzle the solar
sizzle just cuz some
old dudes and maybe
one lady said so at a
Snoop Dogg
meeting in Prague?
That ain’t right. That’s just bad astrofizzo.
And besides, they just discovered Pluto has 2 new
moons! Now maybe I smoked a little too much hizzle dizzle back in the fizzle dizzle, but when you gots
as many moons as I got jzoints ready to go, you iz a
planet, fo shizzle.
So for reals now, Clyde Tombaugh spotted the thing
back in nineteen thirty ‘fo or something. Fucking wit’
old ass shit only means trouble. Grandfatha tha
muthafucka in. That’s all I gots to say.
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No it’s not, Dogg
Pluto is clearly just the largest,
brightest, closest, Kuiper belt
object, which accounts for its
early detection. It lacks the
gravitational radius to sweep
out material intersecting its
own orbit, and it only holds
onto its atmosphere for a small
part of its journey around the
Eminem
sun. If we included objects like
Pluto, which are merely large enough to become
spherical under their own gravity, then we would
need to add upwards of two hundred new objects to
the list of planets. In my professional opinion, this
would rob the definition of the word “planet“ of most
of its explanatory power.
In some sense, all such definitions are arbitrary, and
as scientists, we have to draw the line somewhere.
We simply can’t let our own personal historical bias
get in the way of much needed progressive advances
in astrophysical nomenclature.
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Grad Student Mistakes Dove Bar for Bar of Dove
By I.M. Kleen - Graduate student Mark P.
Terfelhowzer got the surprise if his life Monday
morning while taking his biennial shower. Instead of
coming out of the bathroom clean
and devoid of dirt, the 45 year old
comparative
literature
student
emerged covered head to toe in
dark chocolate and melted vanilla
ice cream.
“What a moron,” noted roommate
and long-time friend Weezelby
Montague, “This is worse than the
time he mistook Snausages brand nutritious dog
treats for Jimmy Dean healthy long-life inducing
breakfast patties!”
“Believe it nor this happens a lot,” Said Mortimer T.
Dovewyle, Chairman and CEO of the Dove
Corporation and 12th generation descendant of

Count Hezekiah Jethro Dovewyle The Fifth, the man
who started the Dove Corporation in a small hut
behind his castle in Normandy sometime in the middle of the 4th century BCE. The original Dove Corporation sold mostly
magic amulets, swords and very few
ice cream bars.
“This was before freezers were
around,” explained Dovewyle, “So
they had to have a serf stand next
to a block of ice holding a bag of
milk. Believe me, you don't want to
know how they made the chocolate.”
“I suppose it could have been worse,” said
Terflhowzer, looking thoughtful, “I
guess I could have eaten a bar of
soap.”

Stochastic Processes Professor
Assigns Grades Stochastically
Cambridge, MA - MIT electrical engineering professor Dong Wong Chang used a quasi-random number
generator to assign semester grades to his undergraduate students, departmental sources confirmed
Monday. Citing “the immense uncertainty that characterizes the learning process,” Chang defended his
use of uniformly drawn random samples, which were
then converted into Gaussian-distributed course
grades.
“What kind of random bullshit is this?”
shouted exasperated MIT Junior John
Schroeder upon learning that his
assigned grade, a “D-”, had absolutely
no correlation with his test performance. “You can't just give us grades arbitrarily!” he
fumed.
Freshman Katie Schmaltz, having been assigned an
“A,” was much more supportive of the policy, and
was quick to remind her classmate that his chances
of being assigned such an “abysmally low grade”
were, in fact, “vanishingly small.”
Shortly after news of Chang's methods became public, he was quickly added to the Harvard College
admissions committee, where he will be
charged with streamlining the undergraduate admissions process.
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